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ln the past several years. analysts of communicatiסn have been 
using and developing a rules apprסach (e.g. Hymes, 1962, 1972: 
Cushman and Whiting. 1972: Sanders and Maוrin, 1975: Cushman 
and Pearce, 1977; Shimanoff, 1980; Sigman. 1980; Cronen, Pearce, 
and Harris, ]982; Cushman, Valentinsen, and Dietrich, 1982). And 
several research programs have emerged from this perspective (e.g. 
Ervin-Tripp, 1972: Philipsen, 1975, 1976; Pearce and Conklin, 1979; 
Croמen, Pearce and Snavely. 1979; Kaוriel and Philipsen, 1981: En
ninger. 1984; Nofsinger. 1976; Hawes, 1976). At the same time, 
however. critics of the rules perspective have \abeled the approach 
as "broad, grossly diffuse. and imprecisely articulaוed

 ח

(Delia, 1977. 
p. 54). as �devoid of specific theoretical substance" (Delia. 1977, 
p. 54) and as in dire need of חdescriptive and inוerpretive work" 
(Hawes, 1977. p. 66). Oתe way of responding to these charge� is 
through empirical work that is theory driven. ln what fol1ows. 1 will 
present an ethnographic report of communication in a prominent 
American scene as a way of developing communica1ion 1heory from 
a rules perspecוive. 

1 begin by iתtroducing two modes of analysis used herein as a 
way of contextualizing the inquiry. These perspectival �moves� suggest 
a way to unravel some of the general functiסns of communication 
through rhe use of distinctive theסreticaJ models. The fWt) general 
types of models can be called source models and analytוc.גl models 
(Harre, Clarke. 11.nd De Carlo, 1985). The inquiry that follows de-
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rives primarily from a source model, a way of viewing communicג., 
tion that uses a game metaphor, and searches the commoת conven
tions that are creatively played or employed (Harזe, et al., 1985; 
Whitgenstein. 1958; Cushman, 1982; Stewar1983 .ז). As such, the 
focal concerns are וhe generative agreements that guide coordinattd 
communicatioת conduct. Such inquiry is well-adapted for quesוions 
of meanings and motives, e.g. what is וhe comon meaning of this 
activiזy? and. why do persons communicate iת this fash.ion? The gereוr• 
al goal served in using the source model is וhe explanation ofhuםanr 
conduct through a formulation of communication rules (cf. Hymes. 
1%2). 

The use of source models is distincו from, and complerneשסy 
to the use of ana/_\'tical rnodels (Harזe. Clark. and De Carlo, 1985). 
The latter treats communication as drama, as a flow of evenו and 
episodes that has identifiable sllapes and functions (Burke. 1965, 1968; 
Hymes. 1972). As such, the foca! concern is 1he flow of communi
cation processes. of proper enactments that mold social acוion around 
common goals. This זype of inquiry addresses quesוions of וhe son: 
iח wllat fashion do persons communicaוe? how are communicative 
acts performed? what gets accomplished socially when people speak.? 
The general goal is the discovery, description. and interpretation of 
identifiable shapes and funcוions of communication conduct. Where 
analyticaJ models highlighו the appropriaוe forms aתd functions of 
speaking, source models highlight its generati,·e meanings and 
motives 

Throughout the following. I am primarily abstractiתg commu
nication rules that generate social conduct. lt is a source model of 
rules ןhat informs the primary analysis. 'i'et. 1 1.1·ill also detail וhe 
tlow of comrnunicaוion events that prס\·ides e\ idence for. and der
ives from. these rules. As such. the analytica! model guides tbe 
descripוion of social events negotiated through lhe rules Aיי di�,,ussed 
in the concludiחg section. 1 am invesזigating both consזiזuti,·e mo
tives for. and noתnative enactments of, conוmuni .. ·aזion. 

The diיcussion proceed� .:ו� follO'"י'י After י•יme ,e1;,· brief ,·,,m-
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ments on meוhods and the Donahue scene, 1 will demonsוraוe four 
oornmunicaוion rules in Donahue discourse. 1 will then explore the 
functioning of the rules by examining some of their broader conver
satiסnal and cultural features. ln the final section, I wi[I explicate 
more abstracוly the two זypes of rules absוractions that infomו the 
repon. Through this זype of analysis, 1 hope to increase theoretical 
precision through the workings of empirical sוudy. The three major 
purpסses that moוivaוe the inquiry are: to demonstrate how a rules 
approach can point וo common generative agreemenזs among par
ticipants in communication scenes; second, וo demonstrate some of 
the conversatiסnal and cultural funcוions of communication ru]es in 
pub\ic discourse; and fוnaJly, to develop communication theory by 
discussing the nature, funcוion, aחd use of וwo וypes of rules. 

Metbod 

The fo\lowing analyses are based on a three year viewing of over 
one hundred hours of the popular American �talk show'· Doגmhue. 
The inquiry proceeded in three general phases. The first phase con
sisted of a general exploration of American communication rules that 
were relevant 10 וhe discourses used on Doגזuhue. Data for this phase 
included the viewing of sixוy hours of Donahue shows, textual anal
ysis of traתscripts from twenוy-eighו shows, several unsוrucזured in
terviews wiוh persons who watched, and appeared on, Donahue. fiekl 
observations of peזsons watching and talking about Donahue. and 
a reading of severa! commentaries on American speech and life (Bel
lah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, aתd Tipton, 1985; Davis. 1982; Sen
nett, 1978; Varenne, 1977; Veroff, Douvan, and Kulka. 1981; 
Yandelovich, 1981: Robenson. 1980: Heath, 1983; Tocqueville, 
1835/1945), and Phil Donahue's besו-selling auוobiography (Dona
hue & Co., 1981). 

The second phase of analysis focused חס those communication 
nוles that are central to this report, that is, וhose וhat occuחed promi
nently חס Donahue. Throughouו this phase of ana]ysis. a seו of rules 
was evaluוed for its explanaוory adequacy. In the final form, alt of 
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g criterla: l) they were reportable by parתe fo11owiוhe rules met tlז
ticוpants of Donahue, that is, participants invokeU .wונוe f�imilt 
of the communication rules as a matter of routine comוnunicaוion 
conduct; 2) they were repeaזable, recurrent. pattems in tlוe �talk" 
of Donahue participants; 3) they were widely intelligible to partic
pants as sensible guides for spoken action, i.e. no one questioned 
the meaning of the rules nor their appropriateness in this conוext; 
and -1.) they were invoked as repair mechanisms in responSf זo 
problematic actions. Thus, each of the following communicaוion rules 
was reported, repeaוed and intelligible to participaתts, as well as used 
in response ןo various untoward actions Jcf. Hymes. 1981: 75-135: 
Stokes and Hewitt, 1976; Philipsen, J975t.2 

Finally, after carefully refining the rules. 1 collected additional 
broadcasts of D01whue to test my fonnulations against new data. This 
procedure was followed until the rules exhibiוed a high degree of 
validity. Thus, tlוe analytical procedure amounted to a fomו of 
hypothesis generation and testing that וriangulaוed amoתg the daaו 
and transcripts, field notes, and subsequent broadcasts of Donahue. נ 

Of course, not everyone חס Donahue speaks in accordance with 
the following rules, nor does everyone testify to their \·alue aתd USf. 
Nonetheless. the following system of ru\es does summari1.e a set of 
agreements thaו has a powerful pracזical force in Donahue disrourse, 
and it guides promineותly the conversaזions thaו oc,-ur tiוere. 

The Sceתe 

The Donahue �cene is orchestraוed by the \e�· popular host of 
the show. Phi1 Donahue. • The high profile of Phil Donahue \\'!IS e\·i• 
dent throughouז the teחn of this rese.1rch as he helped moderaוe a 
presidenזia) campaign debate, \\a� featured in the popular Americaת 
television newsmagazine 60 Minute.�. and captured the aזזenti,וn of 
national nev.·spapers espe.:ially in the mo\·ement of his nationail, s, n--
di�·ated television show from Chicago t,ו Ne,, York. 

. . 
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The Donahue televisioח show is named of course after its host. 
Natives Jabel the show a "!alk show," a place where "taJk" is shown 
and heard by about seven to eighו million persons daily (Donahue 
a.וsff, 1983; Robinson, 1982). The show recurs every weekday as 
the audience witnesses, what is advertised to be, Mperhaps the most 
important television program of your day. "� 

Donahue occurs iת a studio setting with guests seated on a slightly 
elevated sוage. During the show, Donahue, microphone in hand, paces 
up and down the aisles giving audience rnembers the oppoנnrnity to 
speak. ln fact, it wouJd be hard to dispute Donahue's claim that his 
show involves the audience more than any other חס the air (Dona
hue & Co., 1981, p. 236). Further, the setting is designed for maxi
mum audience contacו. However, the participating audience is not 
Jimiוed וo וhose in the studio. It also includes the caller. or those 
who call the show by וelephone from the privacy of their home. Thus, 
tbe followiתg rules display their pracוical force in discussions among 
Donahue, his guests, and caUers, and other audience members regard
ing irnponant, and often conוroversial issues of the day, e.g. nuclear 
armament, educaוional insוitutions. helping professions, atheism. 
parenמitg fur peace,freefonn maחiage (among וwo men and one wom
an), underwater births, abortion, binh control, male go-go dancers, 
the corning matriarchy, dropping speוnr count iח men, etc. 

Four communication rules 

Rule # 1: In the conversations of Donahue, a) the presentation of 
-seוf' is the preferred cornmunicaןion activity, and b) sוatements 
of personal opinions counו as proper "self' presenוations. 

The general question raised here is this: whaו prominenו quality 
r qualities of persons are marked for display in public conversaס
 o display when they speak? In theו edוart persons expec וion? Whaו
Donahue scene, inוerlocuוors are evaluated positively when they speak 
from their own personal experiences, and do so in a way וhat assens 
 andingוhe person is Msו for וheir Mself." The proper and preferred acו
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up and speaking your mind." Consider dןe fo!Jowing unesecתar edanז, 
at a rapid pace. by a young co-ed audience member during a heated 
discussion about fratemities: 

Co-ed: rve been speaking to some people who are in fraterםities dםa 
they told me that the vaוues they leamed from fratemities a.re 
violence. vandalism, racism, homophobia, and sexism. Adנ וו 
was told, this was from an ex-fratemity member, dJaן it's no1 
"boys will be boys� and "sowing wild oats, � but that it's a traio, 
ing ground and tlוis behavior goes on for the rest of dJeir lives. 
There are often incidents of alumni coming back chasiםg wom
en into donn rooms and S[aחding outside doors waiting for וbem 
to come out. And l have an interesting comment ... 

Donahue: (intr;:rrupting) Uh. now, wait a minute. Ah, rm impressed 
with your ... You seem to be ready forus. (audience delightcd 
laughter) You are who from where, may I ask? 

Co-ed: My name is Sharon Markeson and l'm from Browם Univer
sity and I wanna talk about good works from fraternities. There 
was an interesting incident during spring week-end Jasו year at 
Brown. A fraterniוy held a marathon, a foos ball-a-thon to benefu 
Sojoumer House. a shelוer for banered women. Now, in the 
course of th.is (sarcarically) �good work." they were raiוng women 
who walked by with a score card. from their foos ball-a-tbon. 
y'know. one to ten: iח the midst of raising money for a wom
en's shelter! And I think וhis toוally sums up tlוe attiוude. Goo.t 
works are cosmetic. They·re 10 justif) their existence ןo the 
university adminisוrarion. but וhe}·'re tolall,נ· superficial. 

(one second pause) 

Donahue: Well ... (hean}· applause as camera sc·ans audience mem· 
bers' and Donahue's delighted smiled) 

Whaו has happenיtd here·� And whנ· has iו receivdיe a positi1· e 
public evaluation. i.e. applause and sn1iles·.1 ln tlוis scene, a י·oung 
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womaח has spoken out; she has said what she wanted tס say; and 
said il in a way that asserted her opinion. The fonn of this סpinion 
is ןechnically an argument with data, including an inוerview with 
fratemiוy alumni and observations of fraterniוy events, 1inked through 
a common vision of fraterniוies as anima]istic, e.g. as pסrtrayed in 
the Animal House movie, to tlוe claim that their "good deeds'· are 
"totally superficial." But not all opinions staוed are in the form of 
an argument. Nor would it be proper, from the natives' view, to label 
such staוements as "a r guments. � To וhese speakers, they are not en
gaged prominently in "'argument," but in "communication," "being 
honest� and "sharing� (Kaוriel and Philipsen, 1981; Carbaugh, 1984, 
pp. 261-363). �Communicaוionh like וhis from 1he co-ed, displays 
the proper enacוment for -self' as a holder of opinions. Staוemenוs 
as these are evaluated posנtively for וhey strike a familiar chord with 
interlocutors who value such verbal presenוaוions, as this one of-se[f. -

ln the conוex.t of Doגmhue oonversaוion, "self' is a powerful sym
bol that signifies aת independent cenוer. somewhat bounded. that only 
individual acts can access, and make available to סthers (Carbaugh, 
forthcoming). The assumption that persons have a �self' pervades 
American discourse (Varenne, 1977; Yankelovich, 1981; Lasch, 
1979), and is assumed to inhere within persons as part ofthe discur
sive consensus. So conceived, the having of "self' is a taken-for
granted (Varenne, 1977; Hopper, 1981), and fonns the common so

cia/ cenוer from which opinions are generaוed, and וhrough which 
statements are publicly eva/uated. 

As a communicative consוruction, however. ··self' is conוained 
less in the dennatological membranes of human organisms, and more 
iח the spoken symbols through which persons display and evaJuate 
 s. As one comes to this scene, one can witness massוheir \iving acו
communication Jike that of this young co-ed, where presenוations 
of�self' are something more than individual acts; וhey are also so
cial enactments וhat are leamed and played in social scenes. and sub
ject to the pubJic's appraisal - be iו app[ause זס boos, and both are 
-rates. there i� a sucialוsed. Thus, as this co-ed's speaking demonsוו
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ly va]ued and applaudable foתח of public presentaזion. ln זhis �. 
it is the verbal presentaוion of "self." 

Since "self" presentation is an assumed and valuable feature וןi 
this social conversalנon, the interlocuוor who wants to participate ver
bally is faced with וhe task of making �self" available to other. hו 
the Donahue situation, this is done prominenוly and preferזably 
through statements that display uniqueness. Having experiences that 
are unique וo "self," is parו of the unspoken consensus, i s  a taken
for-granted, and is assumed וo be an intriתsic pan of זhe person (cf. 
Varenne 1977). It is the public affirmation of this value that leads 
to the presentation of "self," sometimes in extreme fonחs such as 
gay atheists, absentee mothers (mothers who abandon their families), 
freeform marriages, male erotic dancers, punk rockers. etc.; i.e. per
sons wiוh a unique "self" 10 display. Such display affirms publicly 
the importa.תce of"being your own person," of expressiתg who ")'ou 
are ... and emphasizes the wide range of persons it is possible וo be. 
So. to speak in the D01U1hue scene involves and invokes "self' as 
a unique speaker of opinions and experiences. 

As -:,elf' is successfully enacted. as by the co-ed above, a con
 obשopic at hand, in fuis case aו the סribution is made not only tו
fratemity life, buו also וo וhe proper form of public enactmenו, i.e. 
"self' presentation. 6 The creatioת and posii.זve appraisal of such con
versaוional accomplishments place unspoken burdens on the event 
as inter\ocutors search for something distincוive to say, attemוp tס 
theח say it properly, and fiחally applaud the fact that such sayings 
have occurred and are indeed valuable. The firsl rule, then, when 
followed, J) creates a communicaוion scene in which persons should 
express �self. � 2) through expressions of unique personal experiences 
and opinions.7 

That such a communication panem is distinclive to American 
society is evident t'rom a brief look 10 the ethnographic liוerature. 
Other peoples. through וheir routine conוmunוcarive enactments. con· 
sוrucו a sense of the person less as a speaker of opinion, and more 
as silent וhinker (Gardner, 1966; Lehוonen & Sajavaara. 1985). as 
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a player of public roles in which iתdividuality and uniqueness is for
eign (QeertL., 1976), as a purveyor of harmonious rclaiion� in which 
�selF is downplayed or, if spoken, depreciated (Johnson & John
son, 1975; Scollon & ScolJon, 1981), and as a holder of social rank 
ofwhich only one, or a very few. may speak publicly (Weider & 
Pratt, 1985). That public expression, and וhus models for speakers, 
are so variously conceived is a testameחt to human diversity. and 
helps highlight the sayings חס Donahue as relatively individualistic, 
self-relexive, and loquacious (Carbaugh. fonhcoming; cf. Reisman. 
1974). 

Rule # 2: lnוerlocuוors must grant speakers the moraJ �right" to present 
�self' through opinions. 

Where the first גחle highlights the imponance of speaking as �se]f' 
from a personal point-of-view, the second גחle assures that such speak
iתgs may occur as a guaranteed -right" and privilege וo those who 
participate iת this social scene. Such a rule is no mere extension of 
the firsו, but rather marks a traתsitioח from the communicative act 
deemed proper individually - one thread in the conversational fabric 
- to a common moral premise that enab[es these acts and others 
to indeed occur - an identifiable pattem in the cloth. Consider one 
probleוnatic guest on Donahue who repeatedly interrupted oןhers, 
accused Doחahue of asking "all of ןhe wrong queslions," associaוed 
his fellow guests, policy chiefs and officers, with דhe KGB ... in Rus
sia," and criוicized a woman audience member saying, "thaו's for a 
different reason lady!" As the show weחl חס, tensions among inter
locutors mounted, and a woman toid the man (and he happened 10 
be a BJack man) that he was -more prejudiced than anyone else in 
the room," to which the audience chcered and applauded cathani
cally. The guest replied: -v ou're right!- Donahue asked the audience: 
-oo you feel better!!?" And they replied iת unison: "Yes!!" Donahue 
turned to his guest; "J don't וhink וhaו you should be surprised וhat 
someone would call to your aוteתtion your rather negative personal
ity. Which is still okay. This i� Ameזica and you are al[owed וo have 
one." ln כM many words, the substance of the male guesו's ribald opin
ions was deemed improper, but his "right� to speak them was ren 
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dered proper. As Donahue said, this is "America,' where persons 
have the "right" to so speak, even if disagreeably. 

Such a ruie guarantees both the moral capaciזy of"Self" to speak, 
and the availability of a public forum for being heard. lt enables the 
person to speak iתdeed חס aתy topic, תo maner what the opinion mighן 
be, and no matter how disagreeabie the person might be in present• 
ing it. Such a nנle was invoked tellingly during one show when Dona
hue in1erviewed an unrepeתtant murderer of a college professor. 
Donahue was asked by an audience member how he felt about eוlt 
murderer appearing on his show, and he responded that he "was oot 

happy" about וhe act of murder, but felt the public has a right to be 
informed abouו it. The further reasoning is that. if the public is 10 
be informed, there is no person bener able to infonn than the mur
derer (then released from prison), who has the renewed "righ1" וo 
so speak. 

Rule # 3· The presentaוion of "self" through opinions should be 
"respected," that is, tolerated as a rightfuJ expression. 

While rule # 2 prescribes aת obligaוory moral capacity for in
!erlocutors. enabliתg their voice וo be state.d and heard publicly. what 
is suggested here is the preferred וone to be maintained during lhe 
conversation. The וoתe could be called one of righreous 10/eזanct, 

creating a scene where it is right and proper to tolerate a vaחt'�· of 
viewpoiחls. Consider the unpopular comment made by a male: MA 
womaת's role is a woman's and a man's is a man's!" Upon hearing 
this. the audience reacted with a loud "Oooohhhh!

M Donahue then 
s.וated the nonn. using זhe educational met:iphסr: MClass. we v.:ill sh,ו\\ 
respect to all of the memberי.- Similarly, חס another occasion an 
audience member accused a freeform triad. a female and two male 
guests who were -married" 10 each other. of Man immoral act.'' ttJ 
which one of the guests immediatelג· retoned: "There nוa}· be some 
differences iת our views of moralit}' ו respe,·ו,·{ וur ,·ie\\ s of morali
ty and 1 ,...,,,uld expect you to respet;t mine.M ln e;i,:h of these ,·ases. 
and other�. iחterlocutor- are co-orienting 10 a culוural code of 
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�respect," a code that suggests the pזoper tone for conversing with 
unique others. 8 

de as it is pracסo enrich our understanding of the �respect� cז
ticed here, it is necessary tס ex:amine several related discursive 
premises. First, "respectiתg" does not imply �accepting." lnterlocu
tors can �respecו �וhe person's -right" 10 speak wiוhout necessarily 
accepting who וhat person is. or the opinion he/she has just stated. 
Two examples of this common premise occur immediately above. 

Second, speak.ing "respectful!y'' often involves an explicit lack 
of evaluation. Consider the mother, a guesr מס a show about sex and 
senior citizens. who said: 

ln our family. we don't give advice. ו don't try to run my kidג' 
lives and they don't try to run mine. They want me to be hap
py. And if ז·m happy having aח affair. they're all for it. 

Aח audience member added; ··1 rhink that"s grea! and, after al!. who 
are we tס condemn you people (Che guests/?M And anocher guest ad
ded: MRight!'"To which the audience member responded: ""We're not 
God." A male guest agreed: MThat"s correct." And the audience ap
plauded. In this exmaple, a mother has stated an opinion. presented 
her Mself,'" which her children and present others do not judge, jusl 
as she does not "give advice" to them. Each has the MrightM 10 his/her 
own personal opinions which are explic11/.�· notjudged. By speaking 
in this כnrn-judgmeחtal way. a proper '"respect" is shown to others; 
a respect that preserves ihe "rights" of individuals to disp!ay any opin
ion or experience, whife prסtectiתg "se!f' from judgment by this-wor!d 
oוhers. 

Third, as diverse opinions are presenוed. interlocutors are asked 
to "tolerate" a range of views. This is ofוen accomplished with prefa
 ,t's moralsיתסargue with any סו going וסת ory comments like: "l"mו
buו ... •·; "lf !hat"s what you believe fine, but ... ···: "You're entit!ed to 
your opinion ... (and here's mine)'": "You have a right ןo your feel
ing ... "; and MYou have חo obligation to contOrm ....

. 
Through thו� 
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manner of speak.iחg, interlocuton explicitly tolerate a range of Slal· 
ed opinions on the currenו וopic, many of which חנn counter to tradi
tional codes of conduct, thus enacting a proper "respect" for fellow 
speakers. 

In sum, "respect" can be heard as a communal code guiding tbe 
tone of conversation that dissociates it from agreement or acceptan,;:e, 
while associating iו with non-judgment and tolerance. So enacוed, 
conversants display "respect" through a tone of righteous tolerance, 
where it is right. and obligatory, to toleraוe others' unique preseo
tations. 

Rule # 4: Asserting standards that are explicitly trans-individual, or 
societal, is disprefeחed since such assertions are heard a) to un
duly consוruin the preferred presentations of"self." b) וo infringe 

upon the ''rights" of others, and c) to violate וhe code of prסper 
"respec1.·· 

In a sense. this final rule adds a qualification to nנle # 2. Specif• 
ically, while a.n iחterlocutor has the "right" to state any opinion, sfhe 
should not state opinions וhat exוend beyond "self' a.nd potentialJy 
"impose·· upon others. The nנle is a practical reaJization of ·nega
tive face wants" in Brown and Levinson's scheme (1978): i.e. v.·neוt 
seוting an opinion. one should speak onJy foז one's ·self' aתd וםo 
-impose' one's opinion חס others.9 

This rule operaוes at times subtJ}·. at oוhers blatanוly, as I ho� 
Uוe following examples demonsוrate. During סne show. a mסther of 
five biחh and five adoptive children spoke against ·open adoption� 
(a type of adoption where wopen lines of ,:ommunication- are main
 .(s . .:md ..:hildrenוained between adoptive parents. biological parenז
She repeaוedly sוated her disagreement; ·סpen adopcions ,;,וund so 
good. but iז'� very confusing for kids ... ·· She ....,a� יa) ing. in etזec1. 
"open adoption·· should וסת be an option for 011.\'0f/e תו our SlXie� 
because it ·confuses kinds'· and ",:hildren should be the וop priori
ty." Donahue replied 10 her: "Noone is going 10 deny },יu your po
�ition. but the quesוion i� 11·h)· do )OU imזxי� it on olher�·>- O...וnahue 
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began with the prefatory comment: kNo one is going 10 deny you 
your positioת ... ,k which functioned, in part, to affinn !he woman's 
�righc� to her personal opinion. But notice that her opinioח was heard 
10 be aת imposition of sorts upon others. She was not saying, as Dona
hue, aתd some others would have liked for her to say: "Open adop
tion is not an opוion for me.� She was saying: it shou]d not be an 
חpoon" for anyone. Donahue reacted, therefore. by labeling her opiם-
ion as an imposition. Thus, the woman was being called to accouחt 
by Donahue for "impos[ing] ... חס others.' As such, his question evalu
aוed negatively her more general, and non-personally stated. opin
ion. Through his prefatory comment and quesוion, he granted the 
woman her "right" to speak, but evaluated her speaking negative\y. 
To paraphrase Donahue: "Yes, you can say lhat, but it is wrong.' 
Thus, Donahue affirmed her "right" to speak personal opinions, but 
denied her opinion legitimacy - as originally stated - on the more 
social leve1, despite his prefatory remark. 

This framing of communicative acts through "non-impositionaJ" 
or "negative face" rules is invoked on almost any topic. For exam
ple, several guests and audience nוen1bers were discussing President 
Reagan's televised endorsement of National Bible Week. An audience 
member said: "! challenge everybody to name a philosophy that isn't 
dangerous when it is held by a majority -- 1 doו'ח care what iו is, 
as soon as זhe majority has the power, it is dangerous." Donahue 
added: "But it's not about the philosophy; it's about the possibility 
that the majority will assume the abso1ute righteousness of that 
philosophy [and] presume to impose iו on other people, .. · And a gay 
atheist guest exc!aimed: דhe president has ז סחight to endor�e this 
[the BibleJ as a moral code of the country because oוher people are 
being discriminated against because of it!" The only "majoriry� opinion 
accepוuble וo speak, !herefore, is thaו which, in a polity סrtחו a "talk 
show," enables all individuals סו state וheir own opinions. What is 
highlighted then in speaking is וhe individual voice; what is hidden 
is the collective sayings. So conceived. proper communi,·ation en
ables everyone 10 speak individuatly, while disat[owing one person's, 
or "rhe majority's," opinion 10 dominaוe oוhers. 
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lnterlocutors enforce this rule of non-imposition by co-orienting 
to its violation, often by framing the violaזion as a �self-rigbteous" 
act . This pejorative naוive frame is invoked 10 identify and broad
casו an improper k.ind of speak.ing that �imposes'' oמ other people 
and, thercfore, does noו enable them to fu]Jy exen:ise their "rigbts.• 
Consider וhe woman audience member wbo condemned sex outsi(k 
of marriage, a practice of some guests, by quoוiתg passages from 
the Bible. Donahue responded to her: "The Bible says iו's wrong and 
you caתnot te!J that womaת [a widowed guesו) she's wrong. '· Another 
audience member suppoחed Donahue: '"There's been oזher liviתg pat 
tems in the history of וhe world and what's right for some is סחt rigbt 
for others. Maybe it's wrong for tler {the audience member), oka�. 
but maybe ir's right for other people and we don't have a right to 
judge others.� Donahue responded: �vou have a righו to your feel
ing about the Bible but it's wrong for you סו use this book and im
pose your interpretaוion of its principles on other people .... While 
you're entitled 10 your beliefs, it may not be right for you to impose 
 (up: "We don וol:hers." Anol:her audience member summed i חס hemו
have a right tס be self-righteous. 1 וhink that's וhe wסrst thing we 
do to each other." Donahue and lho;: other interlocuוors corrected the 
woman's �self-righוeous" speak.ing by using what they consid,;:red to 
be a superior source of daוa for their claim, a present widowed gu� 
who had '·intimate relaוions." Their redressive acts condemn tht: au• 
dience member's sוatement of absolute moral �principles. - v.·hile prais• 
ing the impon:ance of personal opinions, thus guaranteeing for each 
person the "right" to acr and speak freely and individuall}·. 

This brief Mdrama of living'· demonstrates several of l:he above 
rules. First, inter\ocutors gather in this scene and engage in the 
preferred activiוy of Mse1r· presenןation, mostly through the gi\·iחg 
of personai opinions. Sccond. aJI inlerlocuזors co-orienסו ו the Mright� 
 .e any and all opinions. rcgardless of their public evaluationוo staו
Third, וhe conversaוion displays a general d1spreference for �tate
ments of absolute judgments, and a preferen-:e for Statemenו� ofper
sonal opinions. This is in part accomplished thr�דugh the alיl.ר\o;: 
statement. �Maybe it0s wrong for ber, okay. But m.:iי bcc- it'י right for 
other people _M Conversational retram.ing such aו יhis fun,:11,יnי ro iden-
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tify some statements as imposiוioתs, and illustrates how such stafe
ments and broad societal and public standards, e.g. "Sex outside of 
maהiage is wrong.� are dipreferred, and to become preferred, must 
be stated in more personal וerms, e.g. ··extra-marital sex is not for 
me." Finally. the above demonstrates the negative sanctioning of im
positional discourse וhrough the naוive term, -self-righteous: 

There is an implicit paradox here between 111\e H'2 and rule #4, 
between וhe -חght" וo speak opinions freely and the proper sזaוing 
of them in a non-impositional way. In a sense the paradox involves 
an interaction of legal and culturaJ codes: the legal code giving Ameri
can citizens a relatively unconstrained "right" tס free expression; and 
 de offering moral guidance for expressions deemedסhe cultural cז
most proper within American social lit'e. ln the Donahue sceחe, the 
culזural code constrains the practice of its legal counוerpan through 
the nוles of "respect" and non-imposition. 

Conversational and Cultural Functions of the Rules 

Given the above rules as generative motives iח Donahue dis
course, ו now rum to a discussion of some of וheir functions. My 
purposes here are 10 explicate some of the conversational function" 
ings וhat co-occur with the social use of the rules, and וo frame these 
within וheir more culוuraJ motives and meanings. 

The conversational use of these rules resu!ts in three nסG.lble ac
complishments: IJ the pub!ic enactment of free expression: 2) the 
perpetuation of topical dissensus: and 3) the disinclination for ex
plicitly stating public standards for (non-communication) conduct. 

The combiתation of values in -seוf-presenG.ltion,'· opinion-gi\·ing, 
-rights" for and "respect" of speaking. combine וo make Donahue 
an even! supponing free expression 11 is here tha! all individuals 
may speak, from unrepenוant murderers and gay atheists, to absen
tee mothers (mothers who have abandoned their families), nurses who 
abuse drugs, children who abuse their parents, eוc. Donahue offers 
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a soap-box from which virtually any such "selF may address America. 
And as their voices echo across the land, free expression is witnessed. 

However, as noted above, the free expressions occur in a 
preferred way, i.e. �self' presentation that is properly noם
impositional, Thus, each participant tends to speak for his or her•seוr; 
and in so doing, conforms to the social rule for doing so. ln sum, 
free expression and "right" to speech are experienced by these iתter
locutors as "freedom," but they do not entail, in this scene, freedom 
from all consוraints. Raוher, they entail freedom וo speak for one's 
"self." as an individual. through a form that preserves for others the 
similar "right" (cf. Bellah, et al., 1985, pp. 27-51). 

A necessary conversational outcome of the social rules is a degree 
of dissensus on the זopics of discussion. The folk logic could be re
casו as follows: participants are expected tס present opinions as coם
stituents of "self'; -self' presentations are expected w reveal ulllque 
and distincוive qua!iוies of participants; unique opinions taken sever
ally חס any וopic, result necessarily in a degrec of topical dissensus. 
No maner whaו the issue, from herpes to giוfed children. as unique 
paזricipants state their rightful opinions, and those various opinions 
are "respected." dissensus results. Take for example the discussioמ 
about religion and the USA when paזricipants stated: the USA is a 
religious nation: the USA is not a religious nation; George Washington 
dealt with Moslems; President Reagan has a right to h.is religious 
beliefs as an individua!; Presidenl Reagan oppresses those who be
lieve differently from him: Presidenו Reagan is supponing discrimi• 
naוion by endorsing the Bible; eוc. No maner what the וopic of 
discussion. there is always room for varied opinions, and such \'aried 
staוemenוs are necessary if participants are 10 feel the requisite lati
tude for varlous self-expressions. Whal resulוs? Dissensus. Topical 
dissensus. 

Yeו. while a dissensus on וhe currenז topic i, created, there is 
often overlooked the consensual rules וhat enable the perfoחnance. 
lt is through communicaוive rules such as the ones described above 
that parזi�·ipaותs' efforts may be coordinated meaningfuJly. Thus, v.·hile 
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panicipants tend to display dissensus on the conוenו of concern. וhe_}' 
disp/a_\' consensur for a way of speaking it. WhiJe they have מot agreed 

genera.Ily what 10 say, they have agreed how they should say it. 

A third cסnsequence of these rules is a disinclination for stating 
public standards of (non-communicaוion) conducז. While sוandards 
for communicarion conduct are indeed spokeת, generaJJy agreed upon, 
and used as bases for evaluation, other standards for belief, feeling, 
and acting are much less intelligible. What people should believe, 
how they ought 10 feel, and what is proper for them to do, are all 
sa.id 10 be matters of personal, as opposed 10 social, judgment. As 
a resuli, given any problem for public address, various opinion� ar� 
offered as responsive, with the individual person being the crucia! 
variable in the selecוion of the one deemed most appropriate. Thus. 
any topic of social concem. from open adoption to sexually permis
sive senior citizens, is met with a barrage of reactions, with some 
perhaps more applaudabJe than others, but each packaged within a 
rhetoric of "individual choice� and personal judgment that tends to 
silence shared Standards for belief, feeling, and action. As a result, 
paחicipants seem ןo share a disinclination for זhe expliciו speaking 
of comnwn standards. What is marked for speech וhen is individual
ity more than commonality, diversity mסre than unity, personal more 
 he topicו social rules. Thus, when communication conduct is תhaו
of concem, consensus may be realized, but as other concerns arise. 
dissensus resulוs. These preferences of personal nנles for non
communication conducו, and sociaJ rules for commun.ication conduct, 
are boוh, of course, social consוnנctions that are constituted as in
 .erlocutors use common communication ru\esו

The three conversaוional phenomena sketched here. free expres
sion, topical dissensus, and personal standards, all suggest culוural 
features in this communication. By looking aו conversations as cul
tural perfomוances, we may highlighו their widely accessible and com
monly inוelligible features (Scruזon 1979; Schneider 1976). I will 
 ioned aboveוow show how an analysis of certa.in cultural features menח
helps organize an understanding of communication rules and their 
conversational consequences. 
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A long-standing feature in cu]tural studies of lוuman action is 
thc native conccption of personhood (De Laguna, 1954; Gardner, 
l966; Geenz, 1976; Kirkpatrick, 1983; Harrison, 1985; Marse]Lt, 
Devos, and Hsu 1985; Westen, in press). Tlוe above rules suggtst 
fhe question: what. and how, are models of the person conceived 
and evaluated communicatively? Through tlוe American discoטrse 
described above. a model of. and for, the person is constructW 
through the culשral וerm, Mself. M Iו is as Mseוr· that persons are heard 
tס speak. attempt to speak, aחd lוave a "right" to speak. As a "self: 
persons are asked וo become aware of who they are, of the distinc
tive qualities that make of them a unique individual with impoחanז 
opinions. In the process, persons are treated as individual beings, 
as separaוe and separable entities. The -self, M at least as these na
tives speak it, is a rather uniquely bounded {hing. conceived through 
a container metaphor as someוhing that may become "lost� or �found; 
Mscattered"' or "together," In short, these conversational enacunents 
create a common sense of the person who is conceived aתd evaluat• 
ed tlוrough תative dimensions of communicaוiveness. awareness, and 
indepeחdence. respectively (Carbaugh, 1984. pp. 174-225). Sucha 
symbolic -web" moוivaוes persons 10 speak their owח -minds.� cons
ciously, without "imposing� חס others. Thus, one cuJturaJ feaזure iם 
these conversations is the constנnction of a model person. in this case 
- ,he "selfו who is compe/Jed to communicate. to be aware of its iם• 
temaJ qualities, and 10 think and act iחdependently. 

There are impoזוan{ links lוere be1ween the model speaker as 
-self' and the conversational accomplishments of t'ree expression, 
dissensus. and individuality. ln shon. this model person is realized 
through free expression. is responsible for and tolerant of a degree 
of dissensus. and speaks the vinues of individuaJ •clוoice� over majori
ty sוandards. In such communication, a model for {he person 1� di�
played. As such, the accepted model for the person is intimately lim:00 
10 a free, dissensual. and individuaJ mode ot ·  public d1scourse. 11 is 
in this sense that con11ersaוional functions ot '  dוs..:,וur�<". �uch a tree 
expression, dissensu�. aחd indi\'iduaJit}, are inוimaוely linked וo 
model� of persons, such as "self. - Considered iח the abstract, \\·aי•s 
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of speaking a language are linked intimaוely to ways of conceived 
personhood (cf. Rosaldo 1982). 

Such a Jjnk caת be explored fun.her through the cultural sym
bols of �righוs� and ··respect . .

, 
One's Mrights." in this scene, highlight 

ceדוain moral capacities of each participant to be uniquely "who one 
is," 10 speak one's own opinions, וo separaוe one's acts from any and 
all others, aמd וo be unimpeded by others. The exercise of these com
mon premises is most visible in moments of free expression, as when 
an "absentee moוher' who had left her fami!y described her "life
Jong process in search of [her] self' (cf. Yankelovich, 1981 ). Through 
these shared moral premises, panicipanוs enacו a sense of being a 
person. Such a person is suggesוed upon hearing the imperatives to 
be who one is (as opposed co being what someone else thinks you 
should be), to speak assertively. independenזly, and respectfully. To 
be a fu!ly applaudable person in this scene. is !ס be more than a pri
vate "self, � it is fo be a public "self' capable of its proper and in
dependent expression. Through the cu\tural symbסls of "rights,� and 
 heir "resp«:t.M a model for the speaker is displayed in a manner ofז
speaking. lt is partly through these co-orieתting symbols of "self' 
and Mrights" (and analagously through "iתdividual" and "choice'") that 
participants come זo consוruct socially a model for the persoו חhat 
is accessible and acceptable to a vast audience. Such a performance 
shows participants a model for speaking, a model for rendering their 
world commonly inte[ligible. lt is this molding aחd modeling of life 
in public communicatioח that helps make of Donahue a successful 
culnוral perfonnance. 

The cu[tural perfסrmance of"self.'' "rights.'' and "respecו" can 
be summarized as a personal style of cultural communication (cf. 
Hymes 1972). That "self' should be disp!ayed, that "rights� of free 
expression should prevail, that "respect" shou[d be given, that one 
should סחt speak "self-righteous]y ," are all prominent socia1 rules 
consוructing a way of speaking and living togeוher. Taken several
ly, these rules create a personal style of commuתicaוion וhaו depends 

"upon the conוinuing response of individuals. The point of commu
nication is 10 excite interesו and bring together persons who wi]l then 
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respond with emoוion 10 whatever evenו has occuהed" (Hymes 1972, 
pp. 47-48). Thus, this type of sociality, involving as it does conver. 
sations of free expression, dissensus, and personal standards, and 
culזural performances of"self," �rights, ,. and "respect, '' creates, and 
is genera{ed from, personal זhoughts, feelings, and actions. Through 
such a culnנral performaתce, interlocutors may at once display a way 
of speaking and being deemed favorable to them, while witnessing 
and applauding its collecוive personal force. 

Code and Normative Rules 

So far. we llave come to understand a way of gתikaeps in a promi
nent American scene, i.e. the preference for "self' presentatioת, the 

obligatory "rights" of inוerlocutors, a prefeהed tone of "respect, • adם 
a rule of non-imposiוion, the breaking of which risks accusaוions of 
"self-righוeousness." We have exam.ined some of the conversatiolaמ 
functions of the rules, and the cultural meanings and style tha1 or
ganize their use. 

As I was formulating this repoזt of communication ו:ures, I soon 
realized that l was using two idenוifוable conceptualizations of com
municaוion rules, with each suggesוed by differenו communi,ative 
enactments, and each direc1ed toward dlstincוive empirical claims. 
l will now turn to a discussion of the analytic procedures that lead 
to identifying two types of rules for cסmmunication inquiry. 

The rwo general types of rules that run through the above \\'ill 
be called code nנles aתd normative rules. follow1ng similaז disticמ· 
tions drawn by סtheזs. e.g. nonns סf interpretation/norms of inter• 
action (Hymes 1972). a]וernation/co-occuהeתce rules (En·in-Tripp. 
1972). wnstitutive/regulative rules (Searle, 1969; Cronen et al .. 1982: 
Sanders and Martin. 1975). aתd: content/procedura} rules (Cuslunan 
and Whiוing. 1972 ). 0י It is my basic clairn thaו a disוinction in types 
of rules analyses is necessary for communicatioח sוudy. foז each וype 
raises distinctive questions. requires differenl abstractions. and yields 
complementary insights. Thus, the present discussion calls נnזo ques-
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tiOR Gumb's (1972) and Shimanoffs (1980) conflating of the two 
 י ypes. 1ז

Both code and normative rules are a!ike in that they both refer 
10 socially pattemed communicative action. capture some conseח
sual imperative for interlocutors. and have practical force in iden
tifiable contexts. l t  is as such. that they both qualify as ru\es (cf. 
Shimanoff 1980; Cushman eta., 1982). Both are alike as well in that 
they require similar types of evidence for their consוrucוion. Specif
ically, aו least one of the following is necessary for cסnlrucling a 
rule, e.g. an observed and recurrent pattem in communication, a na
rrective actions that co-orient acסement of a rule, and/or cוive staו
 .a rule סors tו

However, the ןwo types of rules have disזinctive qualities. Take 
for example code rules. lו is וhe naזure of code rules to specify pat
tems of meaning, or muזual inוelligibility, spokeו חhrough תaוive sym
bols and symbolic fonns. Such ru!es attempt io caprure a system of 
fotk belief by iתterpreting the hierarchical relations between and 
among cultural temוs and domaiחs. This וype of analysis probes the 
general questions: What does this native act, symbol, or symbolic 
fonn commonly mean? What does the unit of concem (act. symbo]. 
 another cu\tural level? For example, through חס r fonn) count asס
the above rules, we came 10 understand how opinion-stating counוs 
as a proper acו of �self," that is, how a type of communica1ive act 
is associated with aת accepted model of the person. Likewise, we 
came to understand how being ··se]f-righteous� is meaningful as an 
impositional adח disrespectful type of speech, i.e. how a cultural sym
bol is linked to a way of speaking. Thus, it is through code rules 
that abstractions at one ]evel, e.g. communicative acts and culזural 
symbols, are linked וo absוractions at anoוher, e.g. accepוed models 
of the person and ways of speaking, respecוively. 

Code rules as these function iח conversation to frame actitחוs, 
to define conוexוi;, to consוruct a coherent sense. They define the 
practical nature of the spoken game as iן is played by inוerlocuוors, 
what the game in genera] is, what it means 10 play וhe game, what 
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moves are made withiת the game, the meanings of each paniculזa 
move, and so on. The uתits of analysis in the abstraction of COde 
rules may be any cultural act, symbol, or symbolic fonn. most gener• 
ally חative terms and tropes. The unit of observation is a system of 
symbols, a symbolic orientation, terministic screen (Burke, 1966). 
galaxy, or universe (Schneider, 1976; Berger and Luckman, 1%6). 
By examining native teחns, clusters of ןerms, and clusters of clusteמ, 
code rules may be discovered, and their semantic forces uoveiled 
{e.g Seitel, 1976; Kartriel and Pllilipsen, 1981; Carbaugh, ms). 

There is also an interactive process iח conversations thaו code 
rules help us undersזand. Consider the cathartic e:גchange discussed 
above between the woman audience member and the man who iת
terrupted others, imposed his positioח upon them, spoke to them <fu
respecוful\y, and violated tbeir '"rights." Given that he broke these 
rules, his inוerlocuוors were posed with the question: wha1 commoמ 
seחse is to be made of this person? Given the continuous nוle viola
tions. in what cultural frame can he be puו? Following llis rather un 
toward acts. he was negatively sanctioned by others who refedנm 
to his ··negative personality. ·· So, a symbolic resource was used here 
10 summarize a set of insזances, 10 render the iחdividual's specific 
behaviors widely intelligible. It is in this sense that code rules eוnpt 
conversa1ionaJly as bottoms�up rules; זhey take several concreוe iת
stances of acוion and place them inוo broader symbolic frames. in 
this case by subsuming untoward acts within a "negati\·e" agent, and 
in others by placing severaJ previously unnamed acts into a frame 
of "self-righוeousness� (cf. Harre, Clark. and De Carlo 1985. pp. 
20-21 ). Through such uses of code rules, puzzling instances are i n 
stantly rendered into coherent frames of action. This is the con,·er
sational use of code rules. 

ln sum. then. code rules abstract pattems of common me.aning. 
systems of folk belief. that function to crea1e munוal intelligibl) and 
shared coherence iח communicative action; זhe�· can be stated in rhe 
form: in conוext C, the uniו. X. counוs as meaningful on another 
level as y, y' .... and they often erupl con,·ersaוionaJly as a bottoms
up type of sense-malung. 
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Nonnative rules, ת! חסe other hand. are abstractiסns of patterns 
foracוiתg (Schneider, 1976). Normative rules involve abstractiuns 
of oonduct deemed proper in identifiable contexts. Formulating such 
ruJes briתgs into focus sequenוial organization in talk; it helps delineate 
what acts properly initiate evenוs, and what acts should follow others 
(cf. Schegloff, 1972; Philipsen. 1975). Note thaת וormative rules in
vo]ve expJiciו standards of appropriateness, and of evaluaוion, which 
are central criteria in discovering and specifying SUt'h rules. lt is what 
should be done, rather than whal is, thaו sustains a normative analy
sis of communication rules. Abstracting communication rules this 
way raises the questiסns: what behavioral acts are appropriate in this 
cסntext? what communicative conduct is deemed proper here? Con
sider two examples. One, as stated above, in the context of the Dona
hue 'דalk shסw. � persons should state their opinions withסut imposing 
his speech situaו others. Such acts are appropriate and proper in חס
 only appropriate וis no וther context, called Teamsterville, iתao תion. Iז
but highly preferable for "a man'· סו punish his child nonverbally 
(Phi]ipsen, 1975). Failing to comply, brings וhe male"s social sta
tus, as "a man.'' inוo question. Such noחnative rules absזract pat
 .textsחidentifiable co תems deemed proper iז

Nonnative rules funcזion tס guide acוions iח social contexts. They 
derive from pre-existing templates and provide sזandards for judg
ing wbat tס do, and for eva]uating whether what has been done. has 
been done properly. The units of analysis in fonnulating nonnative 
 ,nles are the regular sequences of communicative acts deemed properנ
with special attention 10 instances of ru!e-violations. Note how the 
�negaוive personality� above helped demonstrate the normative rules 
of"righזs,� "respecו,'· and non-impositioח. The uחit of observaזion 
is geחerally a speech community wbose members interacl frequent
ly and share at least one standard for social commuחication (cf. En
ninger, 1984; Ervin-Tripp, 1972). By discovering the communicative 
actsdeemed proper, and וhe sequences in which they occur. one can 
specify native appraisa]s of appropriateness through nonnative rules. 

Where code rules surface conversaזionally in a boוtoms-up 
fashion, מonnative rules operate prominently from the top down. Con-
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sider the conversation above in wh.ich an audience member stated 
the very unpopular opinion: "A woman's role is a woman's and a 
man's a man's,� to which the audience responded, �Oooohhhh!" To 
this, Donahue replied, �cוass, we will sh.ow respect tס all of the mem
bers." In his acו, Donahue is legislaוing the nomוa1ive law. He is 
prescribing a kind of conducו deemed proper, that is in וhis case ג 
toleranl "respec1." His reply func1ions 10 instnנcl his inter!סcutors 
in appropriate conduct and to evaluate a particular act as improper. 
As such, it is prescriptive in force, providing a template for the do
ing of fuוure acts if they are to be considered appropriate. Stating 
th.e nonמa1ive rule this way provides a pattem for funגre communica •  
tive acts that functions 10 evaluate and iחstruct his inteזlocutoזs. lt 
is this legisla1ive, top-down use that helps disוinguish nonחaוive nוles 
from code rules. 

lח sum, normative rules abstract patterns for acting appropח
ately, templates for communication, that function 10 iתstruct and eval11-
ate social conducו Nomוative rules can be stated iח the fomו: lת 
con1ext C, if X do Y; and are often used conversationally to guide 
fuוure action from וhe top down. 

The re!a1ionships between noמnaוive aתd code rules are sum
marized iח Table 1. 

1 should sוress that one canתot absזract normative rules. e.g. child
ren should address e!del'$ with respe<:t, without aJso abstrncting codes. 
e.g. what counוs as an elder·., Norma111·e rules al11,1י� enw.l the u,e 
of some constiוutive codes. Likewise. code rules. e.!!. in Donahue 
discourse, opinion-giving counts as Mselr presentation, caת be er
roneously construed into normative rules, e.g. it '  one \\ aתts to dis· 
play -self:' one shou]d give opinions. But this construal v,·rong1}· 
traתslates a constinוtive definiוion of logical relatiL)n� inוo aת appraisal 
of ,,,cial conduct. The וwo are זסח the same abstractions. d,ו nסt poinl 
10 the same types of anal}·�is, וסת to the same ין·pes טf con,·ersatתסנ· 
al enactment, lf ,,..,e are to unra,·el ;tח uחdersוanding of comn1unica• 
tioת from a rules perspective. such a distincti(lח iח type$ of rule� is 
warranred. 
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TABLE 1 

Code and Normative Rules 

Code Rules Noגmntive Rules 

Focus: sysזem of meaning pattern for actiסn 

Form: X couתts as Y. lfX, doY. 

Uחiס זf 
Observation: symbol sysוem speech community 

Uחit of 
AnaJysis: acts, symbols, fonns acl sequences 

Criterion: coherence approprוateness 

Functions: unify acוions instuזo.:ו acוors 

define contexts evaluate actioתs 

Promineחt use: bottom up top down 

Coתclusion 

The above analysis has demonstrated how a rules perspecוive 
can contribute to our understanding of situated communication con
duct. More specifically, it has unveiled four ru]es in the communi
cation of a prominent American media event. examined some of וhe 
conversationaJ and culוural funcrions of the rules, aתd based on the 
inquiry, proposed a disוinctiסn between two types of rules for com
munication inquiry. 
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This ethnographic approach tס rules research suggests several 
avenues for future study, Perhaps most importanc is the need for 
theory-driven, empirical studies of situated communicaוion conduct. 
Such a call was made long ago by Hymes (1962, 1972), aתd acoo
siderable literature has developed (Philipsen and Carbaugh. in press}. 
Yet. what seems lacking is theoreוical sophistication in our research 
and parsimony in our theorizing (cf. Sherzer, 1977). Two compleםem
tary means to this goal are comparative study of communicatioס pat
tems, and rigorous conceptua} analysis based on previous case studies 
(cf, Keenan, 1976; Rosa.ldo, 1982; Scollon and Scollon, 1981; Briet
borde, 1983). The present sזudy suggests giving more systematic at 
tention to the consוruction of model persons in communication 
{Carbaugh, forthcoming; Chick, 1985; Scollon and Scollon, 1981), 
and their relations to culזural and conversational feaזures. The ques
tions are raised: what model(s) for the person is spoken? what 
pזemises provide for this perfonnance? what common meanings are 
socially constructed? tlוrough whaו communicative codes, forms. and 
styles? By addressing these questions, we may further be able to idel'l
cify what, in particular communicacion systems, needs tס be under
sוood, and whaו, in general, this tells us about commun.icaוion. I hope 
to have conוributed חot only סו our understanding of "self' preseזמa· 
cions, ··rights" and �respect� in some American communication, but 
also tס an undersוanding of communicaוion וheory 1·ia וhe conversa
tional and cultural func1ions of code and normative rules. 

Notes 

The follow,חg rep,>1. . ח, .aח eוbnograpt,,c sזud) of c,;,mmuח,.,a11on. אmוs four<kfin>ng 
cr11er,a. 1) 1נ i,; � descrap1a,, ,tuJן <>f eכ<mmun,.:a1יoח p.:111�rn, וn lhe ,-.,,mc,x1 o!' Ul<נr 

us.e. 1נ ,נ "• cultural study וhat oזgaיח><, commun,caוion panems 1q naמ•·e renrn. 
-,enn, "1 irs """ parremו nו" '" 1Hynרos, 1%נ. p 101 ). )) נ ,, 'י th"-וlacnז, � 
that u,es a sp«1נl<Zed ""'abulary , H,mes, ioד:) to achנe,·e lhe -זי�n �,,..ו, of local 
!hoor1es of coתוrnun,ca11<•ח. and a gra� tbro'} ,,f hu111an •'<יnוnרunנ,·at"�• נnd 41 ,1 is 

• compara111-, stndy tha1 dra\\, fron11 ר\e elhnכ,graph"· 1,ו,rarure 1Ph,!,p,,·n an,;1 Car
Nu�h. וn pres,;) for 11\um,n.u,on ,,r 1hc r11ינcular11וe, <>f a {>UC. adת tt-eו geoוrוnlוu� 
 .de�rces �חו'{le lhe fo!lo,,1,ng repon use, e.1,•h 1n 'UנH,me,. l'IJCJ Wh, '"1., '-""יי-
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;1 is this ,ret <>f anribuies וn descripוive. culllllal, thwreti,יal, and comparntנve srody, 
 .mmunica11onסhnograpbic study of cןt an eו is repon. and makes ofו!ו u/t! m<>11Ya!esן

2 Of course oot all communicatioח rules of coוזcern to aו\וi.ly11s fulfוl all ofוleוse cr,teria. 

But זhe following sys1em of rules does. 

 herזof the ru!es, ra וזoו!e nature and funcוe fundamenta1 prob\em addressed here is ttוtז 3
tטוn וhe frequency of וbeir use, oז their dist1זb<וtion. However, there is con,,,derable 
evidence to Sllgg<'S! וbat &11ch a system is widely used iח the hean•land of Arnerוca 
(Hawkins, Weisberg, and Ray, 1980), a<:ross וlie natוon וn seseral social ,nstנtutנons 
(C<>1es, 19SO). and readi]y available as a discourse foז tbe • .. p,e,sive 1ndividuaJ" (Oellalר 
eT al" 1985}. And, if I mוghl add, the fo\lowing rules have been app1ied in seeeral 
academic discussio11S to legiזimate the $8ying of •inu.ally any opוnion. whcוhtr o, n1ס 
 ·he powerו his way. one can llearו ca1,on accomplishedוwas we1J--grounded. ln romrnun !ו
ful prו.ctical force of an 'ideology of non•ideology" (We,ler, 1984) 

4 lח a rece1<ו Gallup Po)!, Phi) Donahue was ranked secood on!y to Wa]ter Crמוכlute as 
mסs1 reropized media figure (Craנg. 1986). 

5 AII materia[s ןcuoted below aתd noז ,eferenced to P1יblislוed sources are na11ve sayings 

6 On !he 01lter lוuמd, through nu,re re-statemen\'i of orhesיr' opinions. or agree,ng w1th 
others. one lacks full culuוral stal\ls as "seLf: for one has repl,cated the beings of o!hesיr 
wiוhou1 disp!aying an uniqueness of oא's own 

7 Donahue preaches as much in his זpe•sh,;,w "pep-ra!lies" when l>e TelJs the aud1e<חe. 
•rm nסthi"8 wilhout you: and creates a !תoe of"diמner tab!e conversatנon" where "se]f" 
reveJaiioתs are e�pected and ae<:epוed (Donahue W<>ws.. 1982) 

8 A s,milar culturaJ code ,;,f "respec1" has been lamen1ed by Eזwוn ( 1983) 

9 The "posi1ive f3"'" opera1ing וn זhis scene ""self." as summar1zed w,th nוle # l (see 
Brown aןdן L.evוnson (1978), and Carbaugh (foזrhcomingJ). 

10 Note זhat lhe formcr rules ,ugge,i נr>quiry ,nro ,be semaחtוc codcs of fo!k וog,c< tha! 
aeו used iח a way of spealuתg; for °'amp!e, The inrerprשeתוos of oo�ve beliefs as macted 
iח spui;jng (Hymes, 1972); the wcial mean,ngs of sele<1נoתs from among linguנst,c 
a!temaTives, be 1bey e.g. lחical c!>oices oז cboices of pronuocu11,oת, w<th eaclt emaוl· 

'1111 social messages 11תerpre111ble through ru]tfl ofa]1erna1וon (wha1 » meanן by cboos• 
ill,!I lhis fearuזe of that verbal repeזloire) aמd ("ve11זca!") co-occur,eoc, (whaו wcia! 
iזreanוng iseכ<nveyed !hroughe,B, 1his acו זn thal זone) (Erviמ·Tr1pp. 1972). the logוcal 
l,nk<; betw«n טtוerances, acוs. episode,;, socla! exp«taזions. and cuJNral themes (Sear\e. 
1969; Cronen et al , 1982). and 1he logical lוnks be1ween coe>וep1s. 1heir aוtributes. 
aןןd their ,oc,al functוoתs iח commun,cation (Cushman and Whiting, 1972). The latter 
rule, sugge,1 inquגry תוto the norms וhat govern stadמaזds of approprialeחess ,n com· 
munication; for example, nomרs for imeraction that regu!a!e when oחe maJ or may 
OOI imem.וpז anolher (Hymes, 19?2); rule, of ("horוzon111!") ro-<>ecurrence thaו ,pec,fy 
sequeמtial relations among l,nguistic iזems in uneזances, acls, and q,isodes (Erv,n· 
Tnl'P, 1972): and (>(her siaמdards for wcוal conducז lltו.l prescribe proper sequences 
for spoken actions (Se11r!e, 1969; Cronen et a1., 1982; Cushman aוdו Whitiחg, 1972). 
By following lhe two paths of inןcuiry used in the abt»e ethתography. sketched here, 
aתd de\aוled below. aתalysts of communicatinn nוles may understand טbth the rommon 
-on of mutual imell,gibi1וזza,תken ac1ion11an 01gaטandof sp חו ndardsof coberenceש
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iזy וhroogh eomrnoח codes). and deו sזandanls for ,peaking appropriatdy ian .aוpfO 
zalוoמ of appropriaוe aetiחos זhroush oorms). Bolh paזhs may be pursווcd ifזelmpedn. 
ly, '1$ in a eu1\ural oז זaוmoזוive aוaוlysis of communicatioוl ru]e,;. 01' eacb lllil)r be 
comidered in n,!atio0\ ח \be oוher, as in 1זurזocunicaוion norms from וbe וliopdתa\S 
of culNוחL cod,s, or c11ltu11ז! cod<:s from זhe s\3תdpoint of commutaciווion ""'1115. m.. 
distiווction iחtroduced here, aתd deve]oped be!ow, dra� upoוז Sclmeider's (197/i) >מi 
f'יll'ושous 1<>, but disanct from. 1ho Cי"n. and is g1<1111חand oo יplUn! discussion of eulNn,כ ·  
maוic and syntagmaוic axes long used in sociolinguistici.) 

J I The discussioח compaזe$ rules as ab,1,.,c1ions from behavior. Thus, code adיחס ונtזגוr 
 slralal 111ווive perspec1ives on cornmunicuion, as illזn!,s resulr from IW<> disrincנ �ivו
Ru!e # 1. w,1h each complemenliמg dוe זoher. 
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